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SUMMARY
In this research, I present solutions for frequency synthesis and other time-domain
signal processing problems. The current trends of CMOS technology motivate these solu-
tions and their approach. In particular, I address the degradation in analog performance,
resulting from a lower supply voltage, higher mismatch and higher leakage. I also embrace
the opportunities arising from faster transistors and faster logic gates.
I begin by extracting from the available literature a collection of essential tools that
describe circuit performance in the time domain, particularly about the effects of noise.
This review is divided into three chapters. The first explores how phase noise and jitter are
modeled and the mechanisms that cause phase noise and jitter in oscillators. The second
examines how phase-locked loop architecture affects their ability to process phase noise. In
particular, I explore the charge-pump PLL, the bang-bang PLL and digital PLLs. Finally,
I delve into the theory and techniques behind time-to-digital converters. These circuits
are a fundamental building block for measuring time intervals and for implementing phase
detectors in digital PLLs.
Building upon this knowledge, I develop techniques, in particular, new circuit architec-
tures, that improve the performance of frequency synthesizers.
The first proposed technique responds to the limitation of traditional PLLs, which filter
reference noise and VCO noise complementarily. I present an architecture that combines
digital and analog PLL loops which proves to have the ability to filter both sources of
noise simultaneously. The second technique is a VCO architecture that eases tradeoffs
between the convenience and flexibility of ring oscillators and the low phase noise of LC
oscillators. It is based on a ring oscillator which has every node in the ring attached to
an inductive load structure. It achieves a well-characterized improvement in phase noise
and power consumption. The third and final contribution is a time-to-digital converter
architecture which builds upon the most recent TDC developments and presents for the
xii
first time a sample-and-hold mechanism. This technique allows for significant improvement
in measurement bandwidth.
For each of these techniques, I have collected substantiating data through prototypes in






The signal quantities that may be found in electronic systems can be classified as time-
domain quantities (such as period, frequency, phase, pulse width or duty cycle), or as
non-time-domain quantities (such as voltage, current, charge or even a numerical digital
value). When we generate, transmit, measure or process any signal we introduce errors.
This is especially true when we convert signals between domains. The magnitude of the
errors depends on the choice of quantities in each domain and the conversion mechanism
between these domains.
As an example, consider the choice that a circuit designer must make in order to transmit
a signal over a long distance across an electronic circuit that has a noisy power supply. Two
possible methods of encoding the information in the signal are shown in Figure 1. Signal
(a) encodes it as a voltage, while signal (b) encodes it in the width of the pulses. How
would these two signals respond to noise in the circuit’s power supply? Long distances can
result in large electromagnetic coupling between the signal and the supply rails. In such a
case, the noise can easily distort the amplitude of signal (a), while signal (b) would remain
(a)  Voltage Domain




Figure 1: Examples of analog signals: (a) Continuous voltage amplitude and continuous
time. (b) Continuous time amplitude and discrete time.
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less sensitive to it. However, long distances may also require introducing buffers along the
line, and the variations in the supply can modulate the delay across them. In this case, the
noise translates directly into the time-domain making signal (b) highly vulnerable.
Furthermore, we must evaluate the distortion introduced during the generation, mea-
surement and processing of these signals. These three operations are often used cyclically,
where a signal is generated and then measured against a reference to compute the error.
This error is then processed in order to apply a correction to the generation mechanism,
yielding an adjusted signal which can be processed again. In such a sequence, the accuracy
of the reference signal is critical. Any signal that is generated with or measured against a
reference can only be as accurate as the reference.
In this work, I shall provide particular attention to time-domain reference signals and
the circuits that generate them. This focus materializes specifically in the subjects of phase
noise, oscillators and phase-locked loops (PLLs).
Timing inaccuracies, whether systematic or random, limit the performance of multiple
kinds of electronic systems. For example, in both wireless and wire-line communications,
timing accuracy determines how much data per unit time can be transmitted through a
given channel, how efficiently channels can be shared, and the integrity of the data in those
channels. Furthermore, it determines the complexity and cost of transmitters and receivers.
Another example is data converters, which include analog-to-digital (ADC) and digital-
to-analog (DAC) converters. A noisy sampling clock (i.e., a clock that exhibits variations
in its period) reduces the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the converted signal.
One other example is synchronous digital logic, where uncertainty in the clock period
limits the maximum clock frequency. The period of the clock must never be shorter than
the time it takes for the logic to settle. Therefore, the nominal clock period must be set to
a larger value to ensure that a period that is shorter than the settling time never occurs.
The dual of this problem is when there is uncertainty about the propagation delay
through the logic. This uncertainty enforces setting the clock to have a period larger than
the propagation delay that may ever be encountered. Propagation delay uncertainty is not
just a concern in digital design but an overarching problem in timing accuracy.
2
1.1.2 The Analog CMOS IC Challenge
The electronic circuit platform of choice today is the silicon complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) integrated circuit (IC). This technology has seen extraordinary
progress as predicted by Moore in 1965, resulting in smaller and faster transistors, smaller
and faster logic gates, and lower power consumption.
However, smaller transistors are typically associated with inferior analog performance.
They exhibit higher leakage, which means that the drain-source resistance in their off state
is lower. They also display worse matching, which is the result of larger manufacturing
imperfections relative to their size. Lastly, they operate at a lower power supply voltage,
which lowers signal amplitude, leading to a lower SNR.
The circuit designer faces the problem of having to achieve continually more demanding
system requirements while designing for a platform with an analog performance that has
and may continue to degrade.
1.1.3 Timing Circuits
The family of timing circuits is composed of all those circuits that generate, measure or
process signals carrying information in the time domain. The PLL is arguably the most
ubiquitous timing circuit. Since it entails sub-circuits that carry out all three of the previ-
ously mentioned operations, it is perhaps the best representation of the entire timing circuit
family.
PLLs can accurately establish the frequency and phase of a tunable oscillator. They
achieve this by “locking” the phase of the oscillator to the phase of a reference oscillator.
This method has proven to be very effective and reliable, and it is well understood. These
characteristics have ultimately made the PLL the preferred frequency synthesis technique.
Moreover, it has been so for many decades, throughout which it has been continuously
refined. It has matured into what we call today the charge-pump fractional-N PLL.
The trends in CMOS, however, have been driving the interest to implement many sub-
circuits of the PLL, a predominantly analog technique, in digital form. Converting as many
3
PLL subcircuits to digital form may seem an obvious path to follow, especially when con-
sidering the benefits of the loop filter. In digital form, it requires a much lower area, it
is insensitive to process and environmental variations, and it is much more flexible and
reconfigurable than its analog counterpart. PLLs that incorporate a digital loop-filter are
referred to as digital PLLs (DPLLs).
Despite the name, PLLs cannot be entirely digital. The phase error detector and the
tunable oscillator remain unavoidably mixed-signal circuits. Mixed-signal circuits are analog
circuits that incorporate digital logic (or vice-versa). The phase detector of a DPLL involves
some form of (analog-) time-to-digital converter (TDC), and the oscillator involves some
form of digital-to-(analog-)frequency conversion. Such an oscillator is commonly referred
to as a digitally-controlled oscillator (DCO). TDCs and DCOs belong to a category of
mixed-signal circuits called data converters. This category groups together all ADCs and
DACs.
Since TDCs and DCOs are inevitably analog circuits and are therefore affected by the
degrading analog performance in CMOS, designers and researchers need new approaches to
continue to improve their performance.
The challenges and opportunities described above have guided the proposed research,
which narrows down to how oscillators, PLLs and TDCs affect timing accuracy and how
we may improve them.
1.2 Thesis Overview
I explore three essential topics in electronic frequency synthesis and time-domain signal
processing.
The first topic examines oscillators and phase noise. In Chapter 2, I provide an intro-
duction to phase noise and jitter. These two terms are terms used when referring to timing
uncertainty in the signal generated by an oscillator. Noise in oscillators is the primary
source of timing uncertainty in a frequency synthesizer. In this same chapter, I provide an
introduction to oscillators for integrated circuits. In Chapter 6, I propose a new architec-
ture of voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) based on a ring oscillator and inductive loading
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which provides better phase noise than traditional ring oscillators without consuming more
power.
The second topic is frequency synthesis using PLLs. PLLs are feedback circuits that
synchronize a VCO with a reference signal to reduce the VCO’s phase noise and establish
an arbitrary output frequency. In Chapter 3, I provide an introduction to PLLs, their
architecture and how they shape the noise spectrum of the VCO. I also provide a brief
introduction to digital PLLs (DPLLs), which are a recent trend in response to the evolution
of CMOS technology. In Chapter 5, I propose an architectural technique that combines
analog and digital PLLs to overcome a fundamental limitation of traditional PLLs: the
complementary filtering of VCO and reference noise.
The third and final topic investigates TDCs. These data converters are an active research
topic responding to the increasing interest in time-domain signal processing. They are also
a fundamental building-block in DPLLs. In Chapter 7, I propose a ring-oscillator-based
TDC that provides the first reported differential sample-and-hold mechanism in the phase-
domain, allowing for much higher bandwidth than recent TDCs.
I conclude in Chapter 8 with overarching observations about my contributions to the field
of frequency synthesis and time-domain signal processing, and highlight some opportunities
that may arise from further research.
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CHAPTER II
OSCILLATORS AND PHASE NOISE
2.1 Introduction
Phase noise and jitter are frequent terms used to refer to the fluctuations, or the uncertainty,
in a signal’s time-domain properties, typically the phase and frequency of a periodic signal.
These variations introduce uncertainty that limits the performance of communication sys-
tems, digital systems, and data converters, among others. Understanding the nature and
behavior of phase noise is fundamental to designing circuits that minimize it or that are
highly insensitive to it.
2.2 Phase Noise in Signal Sources
Periodic signals can be represented mathematically by
x(t) = A(t) · g(ω0t+ φn(t)) (1)
where g is a function that is periodic in 2π. Its argument, ω0t+ φn(t) = φ(t), is the phase
and ω0 is the frequency. A(t) is a stationary random process, with an average A0, which
represents perturbations in the amplitude. The zero-mean random process φn(t) represents
the deviations of φ(t) from the ideal φi(t) = ω0t and is known as phase noise.
The phase (and therefore the phase noise) of g is not directly observable from the
values of x(t), in part, because it is not possible to separate the contributions of A(t) and
φn(t) to the deviations of x(t) from A0 · g(φi(t)). However, if we consider the case where
g(φ) = cos(φ), and assume that A(t) = A0 and φn(t) 1 radian,
x(t) = A0 cos(ω0t+ φn(t)) (2)
≈ A0 cos(ω0t)−A0φn(t) sin(ω0t), (3)
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Figure 2: The PSD of phase noise and the PSD of the phase-noise-modulated carrier.
This expression indicates that the power spectral density (PSD) of x(t), Sx, is the sum of
the PSD of the noiseless x(t) and Sφ
1, the PSD of φn(t), translated by ω0 and scaled by A0
(Figure 2). Consequently, we can measure Sφ by directly measuring Sx.
Another practical approach to estimating the phase noise is by sampling the times when
x(t) crosses a specified threshold. One should choose the threshold such that the sensitivity
of the measurement to variations in A(t) is minimal, for example, when dg/dφ is maximum.
The deviations from the times x(t) is expected to cross the threshold is a discrete set of
values known as jitter. Figure 3 illustrates how phase, phase noise, and jitter are related.
Jitter is most often specified by its standard deviation, σ∆T , where ∆T is the time of
observation. Since jitter is a random-walk process, σ∆T increases with ∆T as illustrated in











The specific rate at which jitter accumulates depends on the correlation of the contribut-
ing noise sources (Figure 5). Uncorrelated sources dominate from small values of ∆T up
to some time tc. In this region σ∆T = κ
√
∆T [34]. For larger intervals, correlated sources
1Since the PSD of φ and φn are identical, most authors simply use Sφ to refer to the PSD of phase noise.
Some authors also refer to phase noise by its single side-band PSD, L(f) = Sφ(f)/2. The notation Sφ(∆ω)
is also often found in the literature where ∆ω is the “offset from the carrier”, since it is the equivalent to




Figure 3: Phase and phase noise.







Figure 5: Jitter accumulation due to correlated and uncorrelated sources.
dominate, and σ∆T = ζ∆T [22]. The constants κ and ζ are noise figures-of-merit specific
to a given signal source.
Noise from two different devices, from one device and the power supply, or from one
device and another circuit, are all examples of pairs of uncorrelated noise sources. Such
combinations of noise lead to jitter accumulation in proportion to
√
∆T . However, it is
possible to have a single noise source affecting the phase of an oscillator in a correlated
manner. This situation occurs when the effect of noise across consecutive cycles of the signal
is correlated. For this to happen, the noise source must have a non-zero autocorrelation at
time offsets greater than zero [13]. This condition also manifests as an uneven or “colored”
PSD. Examples of such noise sources are low-frequency power-supply noise and flicker noise.
Conversely, a signal with a flat PSD, like thermal noise, for example, is referred to as being
“white” and has zero autocorrelation everywhere except at zero time offset.
The voltage (or current) spectrum SVn of combined thermal and flicker noise sources
is shown in Figure 6(a). Flicker noise exhibits a 1/f profile and dominates below some
frequency f1/f . This “corner” frequency depends on the relative power of thermal and
flicker noise. The process by which these forms of noise translate to phase noise depends on
many factors, such as where, within the oscillator circuit, the noise originates, the specific
oscillator topology and its specific implementation.
However, free-running oscillators do not have a mechanism that will restore the phase
9
Figure 6: Noise spectrum: (a) Thermal and flicker noise, (b) Integration of noise in an
oscillator, and (c) Phase noise.
to its ideal value after it has been disturbed by noise. All perturbations are accumulated
indefinitely. In other words, noise is integrated into phase noise. Therefore, the conversion
from voltage/current noise to phase noise must exhibit a 1/s term (Figure 6(b)). Conse-
quently, the 1/f and the flat profiles of flicker and thermal noise, appear with 1/f3 and
1/f2 profiles respectively in the phase-noise PSD (Figure 6(c)).
The f1/f3 corner frequency is lower than f1/f as I show later with Eq. 14, and can be
minimized by ensuring waveform symmetry in the oscillator [22]. It can also be related to





2.3 Integrated Voltage-Controlled Oscillators






where f0 is the frequency of oscillation, P is the power consumption and PN is the phase
noise measured at f = f0 + ∆f [38].
FOMs, in general, indicate direct design tradeoffs. First, a given value of FOM1 indicates
10
Figure 7: Reduction of phase noise by increasing power.
that PN is inversely proportional to ∆f2. This, as shown in Section 2.2, assumes that PN
is being measured at ∆f > f1/f3 . Second, that PN is proportional to f
2. This can also
be concluded from Section 2.2. It is reasonable to assume that jitter is independent of
frequency, therefore, as a fraction of the oscillation period, it is proportionally larger as the
frequency increases. Lastly, that PN can be reduced proportionally by using more power.
We can explain the PN-versus-P tradeoff as follows. Consider the hypothetical oscillator
circuit in Figure 7(a) which consumes a power P . It consists of an amplifier connected in
feedback with an input capacitance Cload and output-referred current noise of magnitude
In. In is converted to a voltage Vn as it charges Cload. Now, consider two such oscillators
connected in parallel as shown in Figure 7(b). Since they are identical, no current flows
through the connection. Therefore, no change in frequency or power consumption in each
oscillator would occur. However, the total power is now 2P . In the presence of the two
uncorrelated (since they come from different devices) noise sources, their powers add, i.e.,
the total noise current amplitude is
√
2In. Since there is now twice as much load capacitance,








2 as much noise amplitude and half as much noise power. Of course, we can extend
this to any number of oscillators in parallel.
FOM1 is only a first-order quantification of the “value” (merit) of a VCO. Further
characteristics, such as tuning range, silicon area, the linearity of the frequency as a function
of the control voltage/current, power supply sensitivity, portability across technology nodes,
and availability of differential, quadrature, or multi-phase outputs, are essential. These, as
well as FOM1, determine if the requirements of a system can be met with a given choice of
VCO architecture.
Two architectures are common in modern CMOS ICs: ring oscillators and cross-coupled-
pair LC tank oscillators. Basic schematics for both approaches are shown in Figures 8 and
9 respectively.
2.3.1 Ring VCOs
Ring VCOs can be implemented by cascading inverting logic gates as shown in Figure 8(a).
With an odd number of single-ended inverters, the loop is always unstable and therefore
oscillates. The frequency is tuned by the supply voltage, although it is also possible to
control it with a similar performance by using a current source. Other methods of tuning
the frequency are possible but not as common.





where N is the number of inverting stages, and τ is the propagation delay of each stage.
The propagation delay of a CMOS inverter is not easily captured in a closed-form
equation since it depends on the non-linear dynamics of the transistors in the gate, the
input waveform and possibly a nonlinear load (such as another CMOS gate). However,
by assuming an instantaneous logic transition at the input and a constant current at the













Figure 8: Ring voltage-controlled oscillators: (a) Single-ended, supply-driven, (b) Differen-
tial with quadrature outputs.
where Vring is the supply voltage, Isat is the saturation current of either the PMOS or NMOS
transistor in the inverter, and Cgate is the input capacitance of the next inverter in the ring,
i.e., the load [1].
Ring VCOs can also be designed using differential or pseudo-differential gates. It is
possible to use an even number of such gates since an odd number of inversions can be
achieved by inverting the polarity at one of the stages. Furthermore, this allows for an even
number of equally spaced phases to be generated from the VCO as shown in Figure 8(b).
In general, except for the metrics represented by FOM1, ring VCOs are more convenient,
versatile and superior to LC VCOs. Table 1 summarizes the benefits of ring VCOs when
compared to LC VCOs.
2.3.2 LC VCOs
LC VCOs are based on an LC resonator (or tank). The frequency is that at which the
inductor and capacitor resonate,
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and is commonly tuned by varying the tank’s capacitance through the use of varactors.
The predominant architecture for integrated LC VCOs, known as the cross-coupled-pair
LC VCO, is shown in Figure 9. The cross-coupled pair of MOSFETs, M1 and M2, act as
a negative resistance amplifier that compensates for the losses in the tank, maintaining the
oscillation amplitude.
LC VCOs exhibit significantly better phase noise for a given power consumption (FOM1)
than ring VCOs. This is why they are typically chosen for the most demanding low phase-
noise applications such as local oscillators for wireless radios. It is uncommon, however,
to use an LC VCO when the FOM1 requirements of a specific application allow for a ring
VCO. LC VCOs are costly and inconvenient when compared to ring VCOs as summarized
in Table 1.
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Table 1: List of parameters at which LC and ring VCOs outperform each other.







Figure 10: Linear model of an oscillator with a noise source.
2.4 Phase Noise Analysis Techniques for Oscillators
2.4.1 Linear Model
A theoretical oscillator can be constructed by cascading and feeding back a series of linear
amplifiers with an overall response H(jω). The conditions for such oscillator to oscillate at
a specific frequency ω0 are that the open-loop gain must be unity and that the phase shift
must be a multiple of 2π. These conditions are known as the Barkhausen criterion [38].
A methodology for analyzing the noise of oscillators by modeling them as linear circuits
was developed in [37]. It considers a feedback oscillator with an open-loop transfer function
H(jω), an output voltage V and a noise source Vn, as shown in Figure 10.







At a small ∆ω offset away from the oscillation frequency ω0, i.e., ω = ω0 + ∆ω,















∣∣∣∣ VVn [j(ω0 + ∆ω)]
∣∣∣∣2 = 1
∆ω2
∣∣∣dHdω ∣∣∣2 . (13)
This expression confirms the 1/s2 shaping of the baseband noise PSD as it upconverts
around the carrier frequency as I informally proposed in Section 2.2 and Figure 6, and
establishes a gain factor of
∣∣dH/dω∣∣−2.
2.4.2 Hajimiri Model
Named informally after the author, the theory in [21] builds upon two fundamental observa-
tions. It first recognizes that the response of a VCO to noise is time-variant. I.e., the phase
disturbance in an oscillator depends on the time at which certain noise transient occurs.
Moreover, it points out that at any given time (with respect to the period of oscillation), if
a fixed amount of charge is instantaneously injected into the oscillator circuit, the resulting
phase disturbance is permanent and its magnitude is in linear proportion to the amount of
injected charge.
The proportionality between the amount of injected charge and the amount of resulting
phase shift is a time-varying proportionality constant, periodic in 2π, known as impulse
sensitivity function (ISF), and is denoted by Γ(x). Figure 11 shows Γ(x) along the waveform
g(x) for one node of a ring oscillator [22].
By calculating Γ(x) for a specific oscillator, this methodology allows for accurate com-
putation of the upconversion of baseband current or voltage noise occurring at any node of
the oscillator circuit.






Figure 11: Approximate waveform and ISF of a ring oscillator [22].
where Γdc and Γrms are the DC and RMS values of Γ(x) respectively. This expression
quantifies the upconversion of flicker noise and other low-frequency noise.
2.5 Phase Noise in Ring Oscillators
Multiple phase noise analysis techniques such as the general ones presented in Section 2.4
are readily applicable to ring oscillators. We can achieve further insight by studying specific
ring oscillator subcircuits.
Since a ring oscillator is often built with a series of inverter logic gates connected in
feedback, it is instrumental to understand how each gate contributes to phase noise and
jitter.
2.5.1 Inverter Delay Uncertainty
The analysis presented in [1] derives the following expression for the uncertainty, i.e., the









In Eq. 15, γ and Vt are transistor parameters. Isat is the saturation current on either
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Figure 12: Model for current noise to delay noise conversion in a CMOS inverter [1].
Figure 13: Linear model of a three-stage ring oscillator with a noise current source [37].
the NMOS or PMOS transistor (depending if the input to the inverter is high or low), Vdd is
the supply voltage, Cgate is the load capacitance (the input capacitance of the next inverter)
and k is the Boltzmann constant. This expression confirms that higher power consumption,
this is, higher Isat and higher Vdd, results in lower jitter.
2.5.2 Linear Model
The linear model for VCO noise of Section 2.4.1 applied to a three-stage ring oscillator [37]
is shown in Figure 13 and yields












These expressions may be significantly inaccurate for computing absolute noise quanti-
ties due to the linear approximation. They can also be hard to apply since a real inverter
does not have a constant output impedance R or constant transconductance Gm. However,
this expression is essential when comparing the phase noise between ring oscillator topolo-
gies using the same inverter gates. It was instrumental in the development of the VCO
presented in Chapter 6.
2.5.3 Hajimiri Model
The work in [21] was applied to ring oscillators by the same authors of [22]. They were able
to reasonably approximate Γ(x) for ring oscillators (Figure 11) as a function of the number








where η is a proportionality constant, close to 1, between the gate delay and the inverse of
the maximum slope g′max of the waveform (Figure 11).
This result in combination with Eq. 14 and Figure 11, allow for two important conclu-
sions. First, the symmetry of the oscillator’s waveform determines the symmetry of Γ(x),
which consequently determines Γdc. Therefore, the designer can optimize for flicker noise
upconversion by adequately sizing the PMOS and NMOS transistors in the inverters. Sec-
ond, the non-linear dependence of Γrms on N leads to the finding that we can reduce f1/f3
by increasing the number of stages in the ring.
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CHAPTER III
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS BY PHASE LOCK
3.1 Introduction
Practical electronic circuits require some form of a timing signal. Most will need more
than one, perhaps at different frequencies, with some specific phase relationship, and with
the least possible phase noise. In many cases, the frequency and phase of those signals
may need to be accurately adjusted and even rapidly modulated. The generation of these
signals, sometimes from a common fixed-frequency reference, is often referred to as frequency
synthesis.
Phase-locked loops (PLLs) are circuits that can generate signals of arbitrary frequency
and phase offset from a single fixed-frequency reference. PLLs are also able to recover a
“pure” tone from a modulated clock or recover a clock from a serial data stream [40].
The circuit techniques in PLLs are many and diverse. Some of these involve the pro-
cessing of continuous as well as sampled signals, in both analog and digital domains, with
linear and non-linear behavior, including feedback and control systems. However, these
are all technology-independent techniques, which have allowed PLLs to become ubiquitous
since its invention in the 1930s, pre-dating semiconductor electronics, to today’s nanometer
CMOS.
PLLs must achieve, at a minimum, three major functions: phase locking, frequency
multiplication, and noise filtering.
Phase locking is the action of controlling the phase of a VCO such that it “follows” the
phase of a reference signal, maintaining, on average, a constant difference (or error) with
the reference (Figure 14). In some cases, this difference is desired to be as close to zero
as possible. A PLL is said to be “in lock” when it achieves, or it is very close to, this
steady-state condition.






Figure 14: Reference, feedback (or VCO) and error signals in a PLL.
Figure 15: Feedback control system.
general control loop, the output value of a system is compared to a reference value. In some
cases, the output of the system cannot be directly compared to the reference, so it is first
converted to reference units by a sensor. The controller evaluates the difference (or error)
in order to apply a correction to the system which shall reduce the error. One common
form of controller is the proportional-integral (PI) controller. As its name implies, it applies
a correction to the system that is proportional to the error as well as proportional to the
integral of the error. The integral response is not strictly necessary, but it allows, in the
absence of noise, to achieve zero error in steady state.
In the case of PLLs, the reference, output, and feedback are in the form of phase and


















Figure 16: Charge-pump PLL.
3.2 The Charge-Pump PLL
Even though there are multiple ways to implement the control loop in a PLL, the charge-
pump PLL (CPPLL) has been, and is today still, the best performing general purpose PLL
architecture. Figure 16 shows the block diagram of a CPPLL.
The phase-frequency detector (PFD) and the charge pump (CP) operate together to de-
liver an amount of charge that is proportional to the phase error. This operation is achieved
with excellent linearity, from an infinitesimally small phase error, up to ±π. Furthermore,
beyond the linear ±π range, the output is also proportional to the frequency difference.
This behavior is essential for bringing the feedback frequency close enough to the reference
frequency before phase locking can be achieved.
The loop filter is the controller in the loop. The circuit of a loop filter, shown in Figure
16, is a simple implementation that achieves a proportional as well as an integral voltage
response to the charge delivered by the charge pump. Integration from current to voltage is
performed by the capacitors, while the proportional response is due to the transient caused
by the series RC branch.
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The feedback divider is the sensor in the control loop which divides down the frequency
of the VCO. This allows for the feedback signal to have the same frequency as the reference
such that their phases can be compared. This also allows the VCO frequency to be a
specified multiple of the reference frequency. The divider is most often implemented as a
digital programmable counter, generating a rising edge at its output every N rising edges at
its input. High VCO frequencies, however, may require the use of different techniques when
implementing the divider, such as preceding the programmable counter by a prescaler, the
use of dynamic-logic flip-flops, common-mode logic (CML), or down-conversion by mixing.
The use of a counter for frequency division is limited to integer values of N . However,
a fractional N can be achieved by dithering between integer values. For example, if a
division value of 9.9 is desired, N can be set to 10 for nine cycles and to 9 for one cycle. Of
course, there is a quantization error, or noise, of 0.1 cycles during the first nine cycles, and
a quantization error of 0.9 cycles during the last cycle. However, with proper design of the
PLL’s loop dynamics (Section 3.3), it is possible to significantly filter out the instantaneous
error from the desired average at the output of the PLL.
Delta-Sigma (∆Σ) modulation is a technique commonly used to dither the divider val-
ues in PLLs [35]. I provide a brief introduction to ∆Σ modulation in Section 4.2. This
method shifts the quantization noise power to higher frequencies [43] where it can be highly
attenuated by the PLL dynamics (Section 3.3).
Further reduction of the “noise” injected by the Σ∆ modulator is possible by directly
subtracting the error in a feed-forward manner after the phase detection. The magnitude of
the error in each detection cycle is known and is available in digital form in the modulator.
A digital-to-analog converter can then be used to subtract the analog equivalent from the
loop filter.
3.3 PLL Noise Dynamics
Phase locking and frequency multiplication are essential requirements for a PLL to function.
Its performance, however, is determined by how it processes (filters) different sources of
noise.
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Figure 17: Linear model of a CPPLL.
Even though PLLs are highly non-linear circuits, when “in lock”, only small deviations
from an average operating point occur. Small-signal approximation allows then for an
accurate linear representation and modeling in the Laplace domain [35]. Figure 17 shows a
linear model of a CPPLL including its primary sources of noise.
The loop filter is typically a linear time-invariant (LTI) circuit. Therefore it does not
require a small signal approximation. From a control-systems perspective, a proportional-
integral response of the form Hlf(s) = kp + ki/s is desired. The frequency of the VCO
(f0) responds to the control voltage (Vctrl) in proportion to the constant kvco. Therefore,
since phase is the integral of frequency, Hv(s) = kvco/s. The feedback divider divides the
frequency by N . Therefore it divides the phase by N as well. Finally, the PFD and CP are
modeled as a zero-order-hold since the phase error between the reference and the feedback
is periodically sampled.
If we define the forward path transfer function as Hf(s) = Hpfd(s) +Hlf(s) +Hv(s), the








and from VCO noise to PLL output by
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These two transfer functions are plotted in Figure 18. Href and Hvco are low-pass and
high-pass filters, respectively, with a common 3 dB bandwidth frequency fbw. Having a
common fbw means that at any given frequency, we can only design to suppress either the
VCO’s noise or the reference noise, but not both. In addition, reference noise is subject to
amplification of N2.
Figure 19 illustrates how VCO noise and reference noise contribute towards the total
output phase noise when subject to a given loop bandwidth and frequency multiplication
ratio. At high frequencies, the VCO’s noise dominates, reaching the output unaltered.
Below fbw it flattens since it is attenuated approximately as fast as the noise increases with
decreasing frequency. At further lower frequency, the amplified reference noise surpasses
the VCO noise and appears directly at the output.
A time-domain (i.e., jitter) equivalent of Figure 19 is shown in Figure 20. For a small
observation time, below tbw ≈ 1/fbw, jitter increases linearly, like it would for a free-running
oscillator (Figure 5). Above tbw, the PLL suppresses the VCO’s jitter, i.e., no additional
jitter continues to accumulate. Therefore, the curve flattens. Past some value of ∆T ,





Figure 19: PLL phase noise contributors and output.
0.5
Figure 20: Jitter accumulation in a PLL.
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3.4 PLL Figure of Merit
Even though the performance and suitability of a PLL for a given application can be assessed
by multiple parameters, integrated (RMS) jitter σrms and power consumption P are often
perceived as the most relevant. For such, the figure of merit [38]











yields about −250dB for state-of-the-art PLLs.
3.5 Bang-Bang Phase-Locked Loops
PLLs that have a phase detector that on each reference cycle only report whether the
feedback was early or late (instead of indicating how early or late) with respect to the
reference are called bang-bang PLLs (BBPLLs) Such a phase detector is known as a bang-
bang or binary phase detector (BBPD or BPD). In contrast to the CPPLL’s PFD and
charge-pump, which together deliver a charge to the loop filter that is linearly proportional
to the phase error, the BPD is highly non-linear.
This nonlinearity has several drawbacks. The linear Laplace analysis approach described
in Section 3.3 is not applicable. It also complicates the use of traditional Σ∆ fractional
feedback dividers. Moreover, since the BPD does not provide a response in proportion to
the frequency error, an additional frequency loop is required to bring the VCO to the correct
frequency before the PLL can achieve phase lock.
Furthermore, the binary output of the BPD prevents an asymptotic settling towards a
zero phase error, even in the absence of random noise, and results in a limit cycle (or orbit)
[12]. It settles into an oscillatory steady-state, which is the source of additional jitter.
Despite these drawbacks, a BPD is considerably simpler. It is also the simplest form
of a time-to-digital converter (TDC), a 1-bit TDC, which simplifies the design of a digital
loop filter and a DPLL. BPDs are also often preferred over linear PDs when implementing
clock and data recovery (CDR) circuits [40].
It is instrumental to understand how the BBPLL responds to reference noise. Since the
output of the BPD is ±1, the proportional path of the PLL switches the VCO (or DCO)
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Figure 21: Phase tracking of a bang-bang PLL in the time domain.
between only two output frequencies. This behavior causes the output phase to change at
a fixed rate (slew rate) of
∣∣∣∣dφoutdt
∣∣∣∣ = kpkvco, (21)
where kp is the proportional gain of the loop-filter in volts and kvco is the gain of the VCO
in radians/sec/volt.
An input (reference) signal that is phase-modulated (noisy) by φin = Θm sin(2πfmt) has
a maximum slope of |dφin/dt|max = 2πfmΘm. By equating this to Eq. 21, we can solve for





Beyond this maximum, the input phase-noise is attenuated at a rate of 20 dB/dec. The
ability of a BBPLL to track the input phase-noise depending on its amplitude and frequency
is illustrated in Figure 21.
Even though the dynamics of a BBPLL are nonlinear, the behavior described above can
still be represented in the frequency domain if the input noise amplitude Θm is a constant.
Figure 22 shows the frequency response for different constant input amplitudes and a given
proportional path gain, kpkvco.
Furthermore, it has been shown that in the presence of (small amounts) of random noise,
from the input or the VCO, the limit cycles may be broken, resulting in an output from the




















Figure 22: Frequency response to reference noise in a bang-bang PLL.
error. The behavior of the phase detector becomes then equivalent to a 1-bit Σ∆ ADC [40]
and makes it possible to analyze the behavior of a BBPLL with the previously presented
linear approach.
3.6 Digital Phase-Locked Loops
3.6.1 Basic Concepts
PLLs that use a digital loop filter are commonly referred to as digital PLLs (DPLLs).
Some authors have, at times, used the somewhat misleading term all-digital PLL (ADPLL)
instead. The DPLL, as a concept, has been around since the early days of the PLL. However,
there has been little motivation to replace analog PLLs in high-performance systems. The
fractional-N CPPLL has been the workhorse of frequency synthesis for decades and has
been optimized in phase noise, power consumption, and silicon area to such a point that
any changes in architecture, including any digital architecture, have resulted in degraded
performance. CMOS scaling, however, continues to favor high-speed digital performance
over analog, which is not only making DPLLs more attractive but necessary.








Figure 23: Implementation of a DPLL by using an ADC and a DAC around a digital loop
filter.
filter. A digital loop filter can be designed for high configurability, high out-of-band re-
jection, adaptive spur cancellation, noise immunity, etc. Moreover, it can occupy minimal
silicon area. At the same time, the very high leakage in the latest CMOS processes makes
it hard to hold charge in an analog loop filter, which results in large reference spurs.
A straight-forward approach to exploit the benefits of the digital loop filter, shown in
Figure 23, is by establishing analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog boundaries around the
filter using traditional voltage-to-digital and digital-to-voltage converters. Naturally, this
results in added complexity and high trade-off penalties related to the quantization errors,
non-linearity, and high power consumption of ADCs and DACs.
Current research has focused on structuring the phase detector and the oscillator as
data converters themselves. The phase detector must then include some form of a time-to-
digital converter (TDC), and the oscillator becomes a digitally-controlled oscillator (DCO).
High-performance TDCs and DCOs are the most challenging parts of the DPLL from a
circuit design perspective. However, the DPLL’s architecture has also been of great focus.
It plays an essential goal in exploiting the benefits and circumventing the difficulties arising
from the TDC and the DCO.
3.6.2 Phase-Domain DPLL
The most notorious advancement on DPLLs to this date was by Staszewski et al., in [47].
They introduced the first DPLL ever used in a commercial application. This DPLL was used
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Figure 24: Synchronous phase-domain all-digital PLL-based transmitter [47].
as the local oscillator (LO) in a Bluetooth radio accompanying a digital signal processor
(DSP).
Figure 24 shows the architecture of the design in [47], known as phase-domain DPLL
[45]. This architecture is only possible in digital form: The DPLL achieves phase-lock by
comparing absolute phase between the reference and the DCO. The phase of both signals is
stored in counters (or accumulators), incrementing their value by FCW and by one on every
reference and DCO cycle respectively. The two values are then subtracted to obtain the
phase error. The FCW can contain a fractional part which allows for fractional frequency
multiplication of fdco = FCW × fref without any dithering. The subtraction of the phases
takes place in a synchronous digital circuit which requires the reference or the VCO signal
to be re-timed (sampled) by the other. This operation introduces a timing error. However,
a TDC measures the error and which subsequently accounted for in the subtraction.
3.7 Other PLL Topics
PLLs are a very active research topic, and researchers are focusing on too many diverse
aspects of their behavior and design to summarize them here fully. However, some promis-
ing techniques are currently getting significant attention such as the sub-sampling PLL
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[17][18][32][10], which avoids the N2 amplification of reference noise (See Section 3.3), and
the delay-locked loop (DLL) [24][14], which can achieve higher bandwidth than PLLs at the
cost of higher reference spur.
Other work that has also proven useful in this research is on bang-bang DPLLs [12], on





Time-to-digital converters (TDCs) are a form of analog-to-digital converter (ADC), where
the analog input quantity is time. This time quantity is a time interval, typically defined
between two discrete events.
TDCs have found applications in multiple fields, although historically, particle physics
has been the field that has most strongly driven the research on accurate electronic time-
interval measurements. In principle, the use of time (and distance) to determine the speed of
a particle under the influence of a magnetic field, plays a fundamental role in characterizing
and identifying the kind of particle being observed [36].
The focus on TDCs has recently shifted with the increased interest in implementing
most sub-circuits of a frequency synthesizer in digital form.
As for voltage or current ADCs, the performance of TDCs is primarily specified by
resolution, linearity and power consumption. Contrary to other data converters, however,
TDCs have no control over the sampling rate. Consider Figure 1(b) for example. The
analog quantity is the width of each pulse. However, the sampling rate is the pulse rate of
the signal, over which the TDC has no control.
When a TDC is used as a phase detector in a DPLL, the designer’s main concern is how
the TDC will impact FOM2 (Eq. 20). The TDC will impact phase noise by introducing










where fvco and fref are the frequencies of the VCO and the reference respectively, and σtdc
is the RMS quantization error in the TDC.
Other characteristics of TDCs can further degrade the performance of a PLL. The TDC
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can limit the bandwidth, as I show in Section 4.2, which reduces the PLL’s ability to suppress
the VCO’s phase noise. Furthermore, nonlinearity in the TDC’s response can create mixing
products that result in spurs at low-frequency offsets, which are not attenuated by the loop
dynamics.
TDC techniques have suffered, historically, from low resolution, low linearity, high power
consumption, high sensitivity to device and power supply noise, as well as low bandwidth.
Recent developments using ring oscillators have allowed, however, for first-order [48][15],
second-order [51], and even third-order [16] quantization noise shaping. This technique shifts
(or shapes) the quantization noise to higher frequencies, which can then be attenuated by
low-pass filtering. It has enabled a tradeoff between bandwidth and precision.
Unfortunately, bandwidth and phase detector precision are both essential to achieving
low phase noise in PLLs, therefore exercising this tradeoff might provide limited improve-
ment. This prompts for methods to increase TDC precision without reducing the band-
width.
4.2 Quantization Noise
Since TDCs are ADCs, it is instrumental to understand quantization noise, which is the
primary cause of distortion introduced by the quantization process. Quantization noise is
the result of limited resolution and becomes present even before any circuit imperfections
are taken into consideration.
The input Tin to an ideal uniform quantizer, normalized to its resolution τ , can be
written in the form
Tin
τ
= n+ v, (24)
where n is the integer part, and v ∈ [0, 1) is the fractional part. Then, if the quantized
output is Q{Tin} = n, the quantization error is v.
When v is properly randomized across multiple samples such that v ∼ U(0, 1) [4][44],
the RMS error in the quantized output, with respect to the input, is then the standard
deviation of v, στ = 1/
√
12. Moreover, the error in a measurement consisting of the average
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Figure 25: First-order ∆Σ modulator.





This provides a straightforward way to reduce the effective quantization noise: averaging.
This approach, however, requires collecting m times as many samples per unit time than
the Nyquist rate. For this reason, this kind of approach is referred to as oversampling.
Through the use of oversampling and noise shaping, we can achieve further improvement
than what is possible by just averaging. Delta-Sigma (∆Σ) modulation is a common tech-
nique to achieve quantization noise shaping. Figure 25 shows the block diagram of a first-
order ∆Σ modulator. The ∆ operation is the difference between the input X(z) = Tin(z)
and output Y (z), and the Σ operation is the integration that follows. Finally, the output
of the integrator is quantized by a uniform quantizer (represented by the quantization error
or noise q(z) that it introduces) to produce the output. By following the diagram, we can
write the output as
Y (z) = X(z)z−1 + q(z)(1− z−1). (26)
The output is a delayed version of the input plus the first difference of the quantization
noise. This last term is known as the noise transfer function (NTF). By replacing z with
ej2πfT , where T is the sampling period, we obtain NTF(f) = 2 sin(πfT ), which is plotted
in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Noise transfer function of a first-order ∆Σ modulator.
It becomes clear that the quantization noise increases with frequency (relative to the
sampling frequency 1/T ), therefore the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be maximized by
limiting the signal bandwidth or increasing the sampling rate.





where L is the modulation order, σq is the RMS value of the quantization noise q, and OSR
is the oversampling ratio (Figure 27). The OSR is the sampling frequency in multiples of
the Nyquist frequency for the given input signal.
4.3 Overview of TDC Techniques
4.3.1 Basic Concepts
A time interval can be described by two events respectively defining the start and the stop
times of the interval (Figure 28(a)). Alternatively, it can be described by a single event
happening at time tevent with duration Tin. The TDC’s function is to measure Tin and to
provide the result in digital form.
The most straightforward approach to digitally quantifying a time interval is by counting
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Figure 27: Effective quantization noise in ∆Σ converters of different order (L) as a function
of oversampling ratio (OSR).
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Figure 29: Delay-line-based TDCs. (a) Flash TDC and (b) Vernier TDC.
clock cycles for the duration of the interval (Figure 28(b)). The resolution of such measure-
ment is the period of the clock, Tclk. It is limited only by the speed of digital logic, which
is only predicted to improve. However, a counter running at an extremely high frequency
will consume significant power, making this approach unattractive for high-resolution ap-
plications. Instead, digital counters are often used in TDCs to accommodate large input
time intervals, and some other technique is used to achieve high resolution at the same time
[36][26].
4.3.2 Delay Line TDCs
The Flash (or delay line) TDC is convenient for its simplicity and is appropriate for measur-
ing short time intervals with better resolution than by the use of counters. Its architecture
is shown in Figure 29(a).
It consists of a delay-line of logic gates (inverters, typically) into which the start signal
is injected, and the stop signal is used as the clock to the flip-flops. The delay of each gate,
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τgate, provides a mapping between the interval’s duration and “distance” of propagation in
number of gates. This information is captured in the flip-flops. The measurement resolution
of this TDC is, therefore, τgate.
The resolution will only get better with the continuous scaling of CMOS devices. How-
ever, the method introduces several challenges. The delay of an inverter (or any logic gate) is
a very unpredictable quantity [1], not only across process, voltage and temperature (PVT),
but also across neighboring devices (matching) in the same die [33]. Delay mismatch may
result in large nonlinearity. Moreover, flash TDCs also require a large number of gates in
the delay line to support large time intervals, and it is also important to highlight that this
architecture cannot resolve negative time intervals (when the start signal arrives after the
stop signal).
The Vernier delay-line TDC, shown in Figure 29(b), improves further on resolution. It
uses two delay lines, with different nominal gate delays, τfast and τslow, for each of the input
signals. The start signal is launched into the slower line and the stop signal into the faster
one. Eventually, both signals will have traveled through the same number of inverters, M ,
i.e., the stop signal will “catch up” with the start signal, where
Mτfast + Tin = Mτslow
⇒ Tin = M(τslow − τfast).
(28)
Since M is captured in the flip-flops after both signals have propagated through the lines,
the input interval Tin = tstop− tstart can be computed with a resolution of ∆τ = τslow−τfast.
This improvement in resolution does not help with the inherent linearity problem in
delay-line based TDCs, however. Furthermore, this technique exacerbates the problem of
requiring a large number of gates and increases proportionally with resolution.
The Vernier technique is not exclusive to delay lines. It can also be implemented using
two counters, for example, driven by clocks with slightly different frequencies [3] and, in
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Figure 30: Ring-oscillator-based noise-shaping TDCs. (a) Gated ring oscillator (GRO)
TDC, (b) Switched ring oscillator (SRO) TDC.
4.3.3 Noise Shaping TDCs
The frequency-to-phase integration nature of oscillators and the discrete phases of ring
oscillator are convenient features for the implementation of the integration and quantization
operations required in Σ∆-based ADCs. This property has for long been exploited in
conventional ADCs [25] before being adopted in TDCs, which was reported for the first
time with the introduction of the Gated Ring Oscillator (GRO) TDC [48].
The GRO TDC, shown in Figure 30(a), operates by switching (gating) a ring oscillator
on and off, specifically by disconnecting the inverters from their supply rails. The on and
off states correspond to the logic state of a periodic input signal. Therefore, the total phase
change in the oscillator during one period of the input is directly proportional to the input
signal’s duty cycle.
The phase accumulation during each cycle is determined by first sampling the entire
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ring, capturing the logic state at each node with flip-flops, for example. Then, the phase,
modulo-2π, can be computed from the sampled state of the ring. Finally, the output is
generated by subtracting the phase computed in the previous cycle from the current phase.
The “raw” resolution of the output is the delay of one inverter. However, the quantization
error is noise-shaped. The operation of the GRO TDC is consistent with ∆Σ, modulation
as described earlier except for the order of ∆ and Σ: The ring oscillator performs the
integration (Σ) first and the difference (∆) is computed digitally afterward.
One weakness in this TDC is that it is significantly affected by leakage. When the ring
is stopped, the parasitic capacitance holding the state of the ring loses charge. This loss
of charge introduces an additional source of error, resulting in performance below that of
first-order noise shaping.
The Switched Ring Oscillator (SRO) TDC [15], shown in Figure 30(b), mitigates the
leakage problem of the GRO with a slight modification. Instead of switching between fring
and f = 0, it never entirely stops the ring and switches between two frequencies ffast and
fslow.
It is important to note that both architectures require a time-difference generator (TDG)
to provide a single line that controls the gating or switching. This block generates a control
signal with a variable duty cycle depending on the relative arrival times of the rising and
falling edges at the inputs. Therefore, these TDCs, as presented in [48] and [15], require
periodic input signals with known duty cycles.
4.3.4 Other TDC Techniques
An intuitive approach to improving the resolution of any data converter is to amplify the
input signal before quantization. This intuition has led to the concept of time amplification.
Attempts to design an analog “Time Amplifier” have been reported in the literature [29],
but since they rely heavily on analog performance, they are of little practical use in modern
CMOS.
An alternative to ring oscillator based TDCs providing sub-gate delay resolution and
linearity that is also actively being researched is the stochastic TDC [28]. In particular, the
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techniques’ performance is independent of gate delay and mismatch and depends instead
on the accuracy of the reference clock.
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CHAPTER V
DESIGN OF HYBRID DIGITAL-ANALOG PHASE-LOCKED LOOPS
5.1 Introduction
The complementary nature of reference noise filtering (Href) and VCO noise filtering (Hvco)
in traditional PLL architectures, as described in Section 3.3, limits the applicability of PLLs
for solving certain frequency synthesis problems. One of which is when a low jitter signal
with frequency f0 is to be recovered from a signal with an average frequency f0 and subject
to frequency/phase modulation or noise.
I propose a hybrid analog and digital architecture that decouples Href and Hvco. This
decoupling opens several possibilities. One such possibility is the implementation of a very
low bandwidth PLL that filters most of the reference noise without exposing additional
VCO noise.
The approach consists of two interdependent PLL loops such that one can be optimized
for low bandwidth Href, which processes the reference, and the other, optimized for high
bandwidth Hvco, which processes the VCO. This decoupled optimization is shown in Figure
31.
5.2 Proposed Architecture
The proposed architecture, first presented by us in [9], is shown in Figure 32.
An outer (or “master”) loop is a fully digital bang-bang loop. The DCO in this loop,
implemented by a fractional-N CPPLL, is the inner loop. The outer loop commands the
inner loop through the DCO’s digital frequency control word (FCW), which is the CPPLL’s
feedback divider value, and takes the CPPLL’s VCO output as feedback.
The CPPLL is phase-locked to its own low phase-noise reference of frequency fxtal. Since
there is insignificant phase noise originating at the reference, Href can be sacrificed in favor
of Hvco. The DPLL, in contrast, has a minimal phase-noise DCO (the already optimized
CPPLL), so its Hvco can be sacrificed in favor of its Href. The Href of the DPLL and Hvco
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Figure 33: Output phase noise contributors in the proposed hybrid PLL.
of the CPPLL determine the system’s noise dynamics and are independent of each other.
Figure 33 illustrates how the different phase noise sources in the overall system contribute
to the output phase noise. Above the bandwidth of the CPPLL, fbw1, the phase noise of the
VCO is not attenuated and appears directly at the output. Below fbw1 the VCO’s phase
noise is attenuated until the phase noise of the crystal reference dominates. At further
lower frequencies, approaching the bandwidth of the DPLL, fbw2, the input noise starts to
dominate, appearing directly at the output.
The improvement with respect to a single CPPLL configured to a very low bandwidth
fbw2 is the region where the output phase noise drops below the VCO noise.
5.3 Implementation
I developed the original prototype of the DPLL [9] by synthesizing the design from Verilog
RTL into an FPGA. The CPPLL, in a separate IC, was controlled in real time via SPI
from the FPGA. Since then, several commercial products have been implemented based on
this architecture, where the DPLL has been automatically synthesized, placed and routed
alongside a hard-macro of the CPPLL in the same IC.
Figure 32 shows two feedback paths (or loops) implemented in the DPPLL that connect
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the VCO in the CPPLL to its feedback divider. One path is a bang-bang phase-detection
loop and the other a frequency-detection loop. As I explained earlier in Section 3.5, bang-
bang loops requires the difference between reference and feedback frequencies be small before
locking can be achieved. For this reason, the frequency detector (FD) monitors when the
frequency error falls below a given threshold, during which it switches the multiplexer
allowing the phase-detection path to control the DCO.
The loop filters (to the right of the phase and frequency detectors), were implemented
as kp + ki/s stages, where kp and ki were programmable gains. Additional logic was also
included which would step kp and ki from a large to a small and final value based on a lock
detector (not shown) in order to speed up the settling process.
There is little concern about circuit non-idealities in this architecture, especially since
the DPLL is fully digital and the CPPLL is a mature and proven circuit. In particular, when
we treat the CPPLL as a DCO, its frequency resolution is determined by the number of bits
of the ∆Σ fractional-N feedback divider. Adding resolution to the ∆Σ modulator is of little
cost. In all of our implementations, 12 bits of fractional resolution were available in the
CPPLL, which resulted in negligible quantization noise. Furthermore, due to the feedback
nature of PLLs, the frequency versus feedback-divider-value response of the CPPLL can be
considered perfectly linear.
Despite these benefits, the interface between the DPLL and the CPPLL must be designed
carefully. In particular, the update of the feedback divider value in the CPPLL may happen
asynchronously and at a different rate than provided by the DPLL. Such a problem can be
addressed by using a circular buffer or FIFO. With this form of memory, the DPLL always
writes to the latest position M . At the time of the write operation the read address is
updated to M − k, where k is a small number, and the write address is updated to M + 1.
The read address is kept in gray-code and is resampled by the CPPLL on every update.
This approach ensures that the values written by the DPLL are loaded into the CPPLL





Figure 34: Test setup to determine the response of the hybrid PLL to input phase noise.
5.4 Applications and Results
The system was verified and characterized in two steps. The loop dynamics of the system
were measured first. Then, the ability to recover low phase-noise unmodulated tones from
modulated signals was assessed.
5.4.1 Bang-Bang Behavior
The overall response of the complete DPLL was characterized by measuring the relative
amplitude of the sidebands when the input is a single-tone phase-modulated carrier (Figure
34). For every chosen modulation amplitude Θm, the modulation frequency fm was swept
in discrete steps.
The results for two modulation amplitudes and two different proportional gain (kp)
settings are shown in Figure 35. This confirms the bang-bang behavior as depicted in
Figure 22.
5.4.2 Gapped Clock
The first case of modulated input that I studied was that of a “gapped” clock. As the name
implies, it is a clock signal with gaps or missing pulses. It occurs at the merging point
of two data networks, where incoming non-payload packets like error correction or routing
information data shall not be transmitted to the second network. To discard them, the
corresponding clock pulses on the receiving side that write the packets into a FIFO memory
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Figure 36: FIFO buffer for two merging networks with “gapped” write clock and recovered
read clock.
are “swallowed”. On the transmitting side, the read clock must be a clean unmodulated
signal with the same average frequency as, and recovered from, the write clock. The rela-
tionship between the read and write clocks for the case of one non-payload packet for every
four packets is shown in Figure 36.
Gapped clocks were applied to the input of the DPLL. The average frequency was kept
constant at 197 MHz and the gap rate was set to 1 in every p cycles, for p = 5, 5.25 and
63. A fractional rate of 5.25 is the average of 1-in-5 for one time followed by 1-in-4 for four
times.
The DPLL was configured to the lowest possible stable bandwidth and the CPPLL was
stabilized by a crystal reference with fxtal = 50 MHz. An fout = 197 MHz was achieved by
dividing fvco = 2364 MHz by 12.


















Figure 37: Measured output phase noise of the proposed DPLL with gapped-clock input.
can be compared to the phase noise of the CPPLL in stand-alone mode (labeled OL), i.e.
without the feedback divider value being modulated by the DPLL. The gapped clock cases
have higher phase noise only at very low frequencies as predicted in Figure 33.
5.4.3 Spread Spectrum Demodulation
Spread-spectrum modulation is a technique that spreads the power of a signal across a wide
frequency range. This ensures that the signal does not exceed a specified power density at
any specific frequency, reducing the interference between communication channels.
The clock of a transmitter can be spread-spectrum modulated for this purpose. However,
a clean, stable clock must be recovered at the receiver. Figure 38 shows the spectrum of a
spread-spectrum modulated signal and the clean tone recovered by the DPLL.
5.4.4 Large Multiplication Ratios
This architecture is also effective for very large multiplication ratios. In contrast with the
previous two applications, where low bandwidth is the primary requirement, the stability of
the VCO or DCO (in this case, the CPPLL) is the enabling feature. Since a correction from
a low-frequency reference is applied only once every many oscillator cycles, it is imperative
that little drift (less than a VCO cycle) occurs between corrections. Otherwise, a “cycle
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Figure 38: Spread-spectrum demodulation with the proposed DPLL. Spectrum of the input
and output signals.
slip” may occur and thus the loss of phase lock.
Figure 39 shows the measured phase noise and integrated (RMS) jitter for different
frequency multiplication ratios (from 10 × 103 to 30 × 103). For proper comparison, the
VCO frequency was kept constant at fvco = 960 MHz, while the reference frequency was
changed.
5.5 Conclusions and Proposed Research
I have presented theory, implementation and measurement data for a technique that allows
us to have independent and decoupled filtering of reference and oscillator noise in a PLL. In
particular, it allows for very low bandwidth low-pass response from the input to the output
and a very high bandwidth high-pass response from the VCO to the output.
This has been made possible by an approach combining digital and analog PLL loops
which can be optimized and configured separately. Furthermore, this approach lends itself
for easy prototyping, such as with an FPGA and a stand-alone CPPLL IC, as well as for


















Figure 39: Measured output phase noise for the proposed DPLL with large multiplication
ratios.
commercial IP implementations.
Even though this architecture was initially conceived for input noise filtering (i.e., low
input-to-output bandwidth), there are further applications not yet explored. Consider the
case in Figure 40 consisting of the same original architecture. However, the CPPLL is ring-
oscillator-based and its reference is a free-running LC oscillator. The DPLL has a crystal
oscillator reference. The benefit of this configuration may not be evident at first until we
analyze how the different phase noise sources contribute to the output.
Figure 41 shows the contributors and total output phase noise for the configuration in
Figure 40. We know that at very high frequencies, the phase noise of the VCO in the
CPPLL appears unattenuated at the output. Below fbw1, it drops until the phase noise of
the reference free-running LC oscillator dominates. It is important to highlight that one
can make fbw1 very large since the LC oscillator may run at several gigahertz. This is much
faster than crystal oscillators which range typically between 25 MHz and 100 MHz.
This behavior indicates that the phase noise performance of the CPPLL, at least up to
fbw1, is as if it was implemented using an LC VCO. However, it is still using a ring VCO,
which has multiple benefits (Table 1) such as a large tuning range.


















Figure 41: Output phase noise contributors in hybrid PLL with LC and crystal references.
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the low-frequency phase noise needs to be suppressed. These requirements are achieved by
the DPLL, which in this case is configured for high bandwidth, fbw2. Below this frequency,
the output phase noise does not follow the phase noise of the LC oscillator and instead
drops down to the phase noise of the crystal reference.
This architecture, then, does not only allow for low-bandwidth low-pass and high-
bandwidth high-pass simultaneous filtering, as demonstrated by our prototype and mea-




DESIGN OF A RING VCO WITH IMPROVED FOM BY ADDING
AN INDUCTIVE LOAD
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I present a novel VCO architecture [6] that behaves similarly to a standard
ring VCO although exhibiting better phase noise. It is a hybrid approach between ring
VCOs and LC VCOs, which improves on FOM1 (Eq. 6) by trading off area and tuning
range. This solution breaks the binary choice between LC and ring VCOs, allowing for
trade-offs between the properties shown in Table 1.
6.2 Proposed Architecture
The proposed VCO is shown in Figure 42. It is a regular inverter-based single-ended ring
oscillator (RO) with the output of each stage connected to a common center node through
identical inductors.
The inductive load structure is symmetric with respect to the three phases of the RO.
This symmetry prevents DC current from flowing through the inductors and makes the
center node, at a voltage Vc ≈ Vring/2, a “virtual ground” at the frequency of oscillation f0
and its harmonics. At multiples of 3f0, however, it appears as an open circuit. This virtual
Figure 42: Proposed ring VCO with an inductive load.
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Figure 43: Linear model of a ring oscillator with an inductive load and noise current source.
ground allows for analysis of this circuit as if Vc was a physical AC ground, and to treat
the whole circuit as three identical and independent cells connected as shown in Figure 43.
Even though this model does not capture the non-linear nature of the CMOS inverters, it
suffices for our purposes as a tool for improving the FOM of ring oscillators.
One may suspect that the inductors provide energy storage, therefore reducing power
consumption and the FOM. However, the effect on PN/jitter and frequency are not imme-
diately clear.
6.3 Frequency of Oscillation
The frequency of a standard (or “bare”) inverter-based RO (fring) is given by Eq. 7 (repeated





This delay can be approximated by Eq. 8 (repeated for convenience in Eq. 30), which
represents the time to charge a capacitance Cgate (the input capacitance of the next inverter)



































By using Cequiv instead of Cgate in Eq. 30, we obtain a new frequency of oscillation f0.
This can be written in terms of f0, fring, and fres as f
2










A higher frequency of oscillation than fring and Cequiv lower than Cgate can be explained
intuitively. The physical capacitance Cgate is now charged partially by current from the
inductor. Therefore, only a fraction of the total required charge, also in a fraction of the
time, needs to be supplied by the inverter for the voltage on Cgate to trigger the next inverter
in the ring.
6.4 Frequency Tuning Range
The previous analysis yields some insight on how much f0 changes within a given range of
Vring as a function of L. In an inductor-less ring oscillator, the amount of charge that an
inverter needs to deliver to Cgate to trigger the next inverter is more or less constant and
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proportional to Cgate. A change in Vring modulates the current and therefore the time it
takes to deliver this charge. With the inductive load present, however, each inverter is now
delivering charge to an equivalent Cequiv, which is only a fraction of the physical capacitance
Cgate. Therefore, the gate-delay τ can only be modulated in proportion to Cequiv. Since
Cequiv decreases as L decreases, so does the tuning range.
From Eq. 34 we can calculate the absolute minimum inductance where both Cequiv and





6.5 Phase Noise and Jitter
Eq. 15 hints at how the proposed architecture may improve jitter and PN. Faster overall
gates (smaller τ) and lower gate capacitance (lower Cequiv) are possible based on Eqs. 30
and 34. Larger Isat also decreases στ but increases power consumption which may reduce
the overall FOM.
In our architecture, the current that is charging/discharging Cgate is not only Isat but
the current from the inductors as well. Therefore, the total current charging Cgate can be
larger even as Isat becomes lower. This reduces στ and P at the same time, which points
to a lower FOM.
To quantify the improvement in PN by adding the inductors, we can resort to the phase
noise analysis by linear modeling described in Section 2.4.1 and is applied to ring oscillators
in Section 2.5. It follows from Eqs. 13 and 16 that the attenuation factor of noise being




































Figure 44: Simplified schematics of the PLL for testing the proposed VCO prototype.
We can verify that when fres → 0, which is equivalent to removing the inductors,
mind → mbare.



























Therefore, since a lower inductance will yield a higher fres, it will result in a lower k,
lower PN and higher FOM.
6.6 Prototype and Measurement Results
The proof-of-concept prototype consisted of a 3-stage ring VCO with individual single-chip
unbuffered CMOS inverters and discrete surface-mount inductors. In order to measure PN,
the VCO was stabilized by a PLL. The PLL bandwidth was intentionally kept very low in
order to expose a large frequency offset (∆f) range of the VCO’s PN.
The simplified schematics of the prototype are shown in Figure 44 and include the VCO,











Figure 45: Photograph of the PLL for testing the proposed VCO prototype implemented
on a PCB.
The prototype was characterized by determining f0 and Iring versus Vring of the free-
running VCO (Figure 46) and then measuring PN in closed-loop. This was repeated for a
VCO without inductors and then with different inductor values.
The PN normalized to the frequency and power of the inductor-less case along with
the corresponding FOM are shown in Figure 47. All cases in this figure are for constant
Vring = 4.5V, which is also constant power.
To compute the measured improvement in the FOM, ∆FOMM, for a given inductance, I
took the difference (in dB) between the FOM for that L and the inductor-less (bare). Then
I averaged across ∆f between 10 kHz and 1 MHz. This band is the least affected by the
PLL dynamics and the instrument’s noise floor.
To compute the predicted improvement in FOM, ∆FOMP, for a given inductance, I
first computed the predicted reduction in PN, k. For this, in addition to the data in Figure
46, we only need to know fres, which in turn requires knowing Cgate. Cgate can be directly






where N is the number of inverters in the ring.
Finally,
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f 0 = 320 MHz / No Ind.
f 0 = 350 MHz / L = 100 nH
f 0 = 380 MHz / L = 68 nH
f 0 = 410 MHz / L = 39 nH
f 0 = 455 MHz / L = 22 nH
Figure 47: PN and FOM comparison between the ring oscillator without inductor and with





























where FOMP is the predicted FOM (which we do not need to calculate directly) and
FOMbare is the FOM of the bare RO. The (f0/fring)
2 term is the normalization for the
change in frequency.
Figure 48 shows the summary of measurements versus predictions for frequency and
improvement in FOM across inductance values.
6.7 Conclusions and Proposed Research
I have proposed a VCO architecture that allows for better PN-power FOM than that of
a traditional inverter-based ring VCO. I developed a prototype exhibiting 8 dB of FOM
improvement over a simple ring VCO. I also accurately predicted this improvement as well
as the increase in frequency.
The VCO retains the supply-voltage/current-control and high linearity of a traditional
ring VCO. These properties allow for straightforward performance improvement in a ring-
VCO-based PLL. Designers may use the accurate and concise expressions that I have de-
veloped to quickly calculate the expected performance before fine tuning with expensive
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simulation. These benefits, nonetheless, come at a trade-off cost of additional area for the
inductors and smaller tuning range.
Certain aspects of the proposed architecture where not explored and provide an oppor-
tunity for further research. One of them is the assumption that the noise from the inverters
always dominates while the noise originating in the resistance of the inductors (i.e., due to
their quality factor Q) is negligible. Naturally, the phase noise due to the inductors’ Q is a
limiting noise floor. However, two questions arise: How close can we get to this theoretical
limit, and how does the phase noise due to limited Q in the proposed star-shaped structure
compare to a simple LC tank? Conversely, it is also of interest to answer the question of
how physically small can the inductors be before their Q becomes the limiting factor.
Another question that may arise for the circuit designer is how to deal with the increased
frequency as a result of lower inductance, or, more specifically, whether there is still a FOM
improvement if the frequency is kept constant by increasing the load capacitance as the
inductance is reduced.
Finally, possible variants to the proposed architecture could provide further improve-
ment. Two of these have been considered but not yet studied: the use of more than just
three phases and the use of coupling between the inductors in different phases. These
changes may affect the FOM as well as tuning range.
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CHAPTER VII
DESIGN OF A TIME-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER WITH
SAMPLE-AND-HOLD AND QUANTIZATION NOISE SCRAMBLING
USING HARMONICS IN RING OSCILLATORS
7.1 Introduction
7.1.1 Bandwidth in Noise-Shaping TDCs
Oversampling and noise shaping by ∆Σ modulation, as I described in Section 4.3.3, provided
TDCs with higher resolution and higher linearity than ever before. Unfortunately, this is
achieved at the expense of bandwidth. This is problematic in DPLLs since high bandwidth is
essential for suppressing VCO noise. Furthermore, there are cases in which oversampling is
not possible at all, for example, when a single event, i.e., a single sample, must be measured
with high resolution.
Sample-and-hold is a common technique used in voltage-to-digital converters. It is
based on storing a sample of the input quantity that can be reused. This reuse can enable
oversampling without the need to take more samples from the input. However, this has not
been achieved thus far in TDCs.
I propose a TDC technique that achieves sample-and-hold for the first time, employing
harmonics in ring oscillators.
7.1.2 Harmonics in Ring Oscillators
The fundamental frequency of a ring oscillator with N inverting stages, each with a propa-
gation delay τgate, is fring = (2Nτgate)
−1. It is possible, however, to make it oscillate at an
integer multiple of fring by applying specific initial conditions.
Consider the ideal ring oscillator circuit in Figure 49 consisting of six inverters. Two
of these can be held in a reset state which forces their outputs to logic high. When reset
is released, the ring is placed in an unstable state, causing logic transitions (edges) to
propagate. This ring oscillator is operating in its second harmonic.
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Figure 49: Ring oscillator operating in second harmonic mode.
Harmonics in ring oscillators have seldom been studied, and it is usually with the in-
tention of avoiding them [2][5][11][42]. The exceptions that I have found report the use of
second-harmonic ring oscillators for a carrier-and-data-recovery (CDR) circuit [19], and for
a physically unclonable function (PUF) for chip authentication [50].
7.2 Proposed Architecture
Since the proposed TDC is primarily based on the use of harmonics in ring oscillators, I
refer to it as the Harmonic Ring Oscillator (HRO) TDC.
7.2.1 Sample-and-Hold in the Phase Domain
The proposed TDC exploits the possibility of releasing the reset condition of the inverters
in Figure 49, by two independent input signals A and B, at different times. Releasing the
two reset signals at different times changes the relative phase of the two edges propagating
in the ring.
Figure 50 illustrates the relationship between the arrival times of A and B, their absolute
and relative phases in the ring, and the ring’s fundamental frequency. The relative phase of
the two propagating edges ideally remains constant since both accumulate at the constant
rate of fring. Therefore, this circuit behaves as a differential sample-and-hold in the phase
domain.
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7.2.2 Number of Harmonics
Unfortunately, in a real circuit, there will always be random mismatch. This will cause the
two edges to propagate at different frequencies in an even-stage ring. Note how in Figure
49, at any given node, if one of the edges is a rising edge, then it will always be a rising edge
when going through that same node again. The other edge will always be a falling edge
when passing through that node (Compare times t1 and t7 in Figure 49). We can write the








τf [2i+ 1] + τr[2i], (45)
where τr[i] and τf [i] are the propagation delays of each gate when its output at node i is
respectively a rising or a falling edge. The rise and fall times of a gate can be designed to
match, but in practice, they will never be equal because of random mismatch. Therefore,
in terms of frequency of oscillation, it is as if the edges were propagating on different rings.
The angle between both edges quickly grows or shrinks. Eventually, the two edges collapse,
and oscillation ceases. This places severe limitations for the implementation of the proposed
TDC using an even-stage ring oscillator.
In an odd-stage ring oscillator carrying any number of edges, if an edge is a rising edge
at a given stage at a given time, then the next time around (after propagating through an
odd number of stages) it will become a falling edge. Therefore, each edge is affected by
both the rise and fall times of every gate in the ring, and their periods (average after two






τr[i] + τf [i]. (46)
Since an odd-stage ring oscillator overcomes the aforementioned problem in even-stage



















Figure 51: Conceptual representation of the HRO TDC during its three measurement
states: (a) idle, (b) sample and (c) hold.
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Figure 52: Measurement process and definitions for the HRO TDC.
Only two edges are required to encode the time information. However, an odd number
of edges must be present in an odd-stage ring. A third edge can aid in identifying which
edge, in any given sample of the ring, came from which input signal. As illustrated in
Figure 51, A is injected into the ring at two locations simultaneously, close to each other, k
gates apart. Signal B is injected at the maximum possible distance from the two A inputs.
Then, it will be known at any time, that the two edges that are closer together correspond
to signal A, and that the third one corresponds to signal B.
The above is true as long as the B edge maintains a distance greater than k gates from
any of the two A edges. At any time, if the A edges are at gates i and i+k, then the B edge
may not occupy any gates between i − k and i + 2k, which is a restriction totaling 3k + 1
gates. This restriction determines the maximum measurement range of (N −3k−1)× τgate.
7.2.3 Measurement Process
Figure 51 shows a conceptual third-harmonic HRO. The delay elements are drawn inten-
tionally with unequal sizes in the disc to represent the unequal propagation delays. It shows
the ring in three different states: (a) Idle: Neither A nor B have arrived, (b) Sampling:
A has arrived, and the two corresponding edges start to propagate, and (c) Hold: B has
arrived, and now the angle φtdc = φ0 − φin stores the desired quantity.
The objective at this point is to recover φtdc with a resolution better than the average
gate delay τgate and to scramble the nonlinearity that arises from the variation of individual
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gate delays. For this purpose, m samples of φtdc are captured during the hold state. The
complete sequence is shown in Figure 52.
At this point, I must emphasize the distinction between a measurement and a sample
since this is what sets the HRO TDC apart from other TDCs. One measurement is the
process of taking one input-sample and storing it in the ring, followed taking m samples of
the constant quantity φtdc, which are then averaged to generate the measurement result.
For other TDCs there is no distinction between measurement and sample since without a
sample-and-hold mechanism, only one sample can be captured in every measurement.
7.2.4 Noise Scrambling
As long as the ring oscillation and the ring sampling remain asynchronous (which is highly
likely unless the free-running ring becomes injection-locked to the sampling clock), every
time the ring is sampled, each edge will be located at a different delay stage. This means
each sample is subject to the mismatch of a different set of delay elements. The nonlinearity
introduced by the mismatch is therefore spread or scrambled throughout multiple samples,
resembling a zero-mean noise-like signal. This is known as Dynamic Element Matching
(DEM).
Furthermore, the position of each phase relative to the quantization thresholds at the
time of sampling will be different for each sample. Thus, the quantization noise becomes
scrambled as well.
The scrambling of nonlinearities and quantization errors is essential for increasing accu-
racy by oversampling as I described in Section 4.2.
7.3 Noise Analysis
The diagram in Figure 53 illustrates the signal flow for different types of noise and their
sources. It also represents the common-mode and differential effects by separating the signal
path of the two phases/edges that jointly store the time sample. The sources can be grouped
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Figure 53: Model of the HRO TDC for noise analysis.
7.3.1 Quantization Noise
In Section 4.2 we saw how quantization noise, if uniformly distributed, has an RMS value,
normalized to the resolution τ , of στ = 1/
√
12 and that the average of m quantized samples
has an RMS quantization noise of σm = στ/
√
m (Eq. 25).
In the HRO TDC, however, Tin/τ = n + v stored in the ring is a constant during all
m samples. Therefore, v, the quantization error, is not randomized and the necessary con-
ditions for uniformly distributed quantization noise [4][44] may not be met. However, the
quantization errors are scrambled throughout samples as a random dither w is inherently in-
troduced. As long as the ring’s frequency and the sampling frequency remain asynchronous,
we can consider w ∼ U(0, 1), and Eq. 25 still holds.
In the absence of delay mismatch, and due to the random dither, the quantized samples
are a random variable given by
Q{Tin} = Q{τ × (n+ v + w)} (47)
=

n, pn = 1− v,
n+ 1, pn+1 = v
(48)
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where px is the probability of obtaining the value x.
The RMS quantization noise is, therefore, a function of v and given by στ =
√
v(1− v).
On average throughout v, στ = π/8 ≈ 1/
√
6. Delay mismatch in the inverters introduces
further scrambling on στ , reducing its dependence on v.
Further scrambling can come from phase noise in the sampling clock. Additional, even
intentional, phase noise in the clock may also lower the chances for the ring to become
injection locked. Contrary to most other TDC architectures, the time computation is not
referenced to the circuit’s clock.
The quantization noise is not only scrambled across ring samples but also throughout
measurements as long as the input signals are not synchronous to the sampling clock.
Quantization noise scrambling across measurements occurs because the ring samples from
one measurement happen at different locations (phases) in the ring from those in other
measurements.
The HRO TDC is a particular case of Σ∆ noise-shaping converter, carrying out zeroth-
order (L = 0) noise shaping (Eq. 27). In this case, the quantization noise is not shifted to
higher frequencies but just spread out across the entire measurement bandwidth.
It is evident from Eq. 27 that any converter with L = 1 or higher outperforms an
L = 0 converter as OSR increases. However, the HRO TDC has σq = σm = στ/
√
m, while
converters without sample-and-hold have σq = στ . This comparison is shown in Figure 54.
The overall impact of this property is that, for the same raw resolution or unit delay,
τ = τgate, and event rate, fevent, the precision of the measurements taken with the HRO
TDC depends on the value of m. The achievable m depends on the available time between
events, 1/fevent, and on the frequency of the sampling clock, fsample, which we can design for.
Other converters, for a given precision, have to wait for a minimum number of input events,
which, more often than not, happen at a frequency outside the control of the designer.
7.3.2 Device and Circuit Noise
Figures 55(a) and 55(b) are modified versions of Figure 50 with additional information to




Figure 54: Comparison of quantization noise versus the oversampling ratio of Σ∆ noise-
shaping TDCs and the HRO TDC.
the phase trajectory that the stored edges would follow for an input time interval Tin if
the TDC were noise-free. In (a), a noise source ef (t) (Figure 53) affecting the overall
fr(t) = fring + ef (t) is introduced which deflects the ideal phase curves. At time tB we can
see that φin already contains an error, and remains unaltered thereafter. A noise source
with these characteristics can introduce a permanent error during the sampling period but
does not affect the stored quantity φin after time tB.
In Figure, 55(b) a noise source only affecting the phase of the edge originating from
signal B has been added. It represents fully-uncorrelated noise. Such noise, as opposed to
that in Figure 55(a), can affect the stored value of φin after time tB and the initial value of
φin.
To quantitatively understand the effect of noise, we need to isolate the nature, source,




















Noise originating at different inverters in a ring oscillator is uncorrelated. Also, the auto-
correlation of thermal (white) noise is zero at any time offset other than zero. Therefore,
the effect of thermal noise from the inverters on different edges propagating in the ring is
fully uncorrelated. It corresponds to sources eA and eB in Figure 53 and is represented in
Figure 55(b).
Since the power of the sum of uncorrelated signals is the sum of their powers, the timing




This corresponds to the section of the curve with 0.5 slope in Figure 5.
The designer can use Eqs. 25 and 49 to estimate the maximum practical number of ring-
samples per measurement taken at a given sampling rate by observing when the accumulated
thermal noise overcomes the quantization noise.
7.3.2.2 Flicker Noise
There is no clear consensus about how Flicker noise should be modeled. We know, however,
that most of its power concentrates at low frequencies and becomes apparent, i.e., dominates
over thermal noise, below some frequency f1/f . Flicker noise is still uncorrelated between
inverters, but since flicker noise is “colored”, its autocorrelation R(∆t) has non-zero values
away from zero time offset, ∆t = 0 [13]. The consequence is that on the same inverter,
flicker noise will affect the phase similarly, in direction and magnitude, for small values of
∆t.
This will occur in a general oscillator when the period is very small, i.e., the ring has
few delay elements. For the HRO specifically, the effect on the phase of two propagating
edges has a higher correlation when the two edges have a small phase offset, this is, when
both edges cross the same inverter in a very short time. If the ring has many delay stages,




Figure 56: Simulation setup to compute the ISF at the supply voltage of a ring oscillator.
We can conclude that flicker noise is partially correlated and will affect φtdc depending
on the value of φtdc and the size of the ring. It is at its minimum when the ring has the
most delay stages and |Tin| is smallest.
7.3.2.3 Power Supply Noise
For noise originating at the power supply of the ring, we can hypothesize that phase noise
will be fully correlated throughout all the inverters, therefore affecting just the frequency
of the ring. Hence, it should not affect the relative angle of multiple simultaneously prop-
agating edges. However, I shall show this is only partially true, using simulation and an
impulse-sensitivity-function (ISF) [21] approach.
To construct the ISF, Γ(φ), of a ring oscillator at the power supply, we can use the
simulation setup in Figure 56. A narrow current pulse is injected into Cring (approximating
an instantaneous charge) at uniform time offsets covering one oscillation period. For each
offset, the phase deviation (from nominal) is measured several periods later. The graph in
Figure 57(a) shows the observed time deviation for a current pulse injected at the specified
time (or phase/state) of the oscillator (Figure 57(b)). This curve is the ISF1. The exact
values used in this simplified simulation setup are not important and in practical designs
will vary. What is most relevant is that the ISF has a large DC component plus a small
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Figure 57: Simulation results from the setup in Figure 56: (a) phase error as a function of
the angle at which the charge was injected and (b) voltage at each node in the ring.
variation across one period: Γ(φ) = ΓDC + γ(φ).
In a ring carrying edges A and B, each has its own ISF. They are offset versions of one
another, i.e., ΓB(φ) = ΓA(φ+ φtdc). With this information, we can construct a differential
ISF for φtdc (the stored angle):
ΓAB(φ, φtdc) = ΓB(φ)− ΓA(φ)
= ΓA(φ+ φtdc)− ΓA(φ)
= γA(φ+ φtdc)− γA(φ). (50)
This function represents how much the relative phase between two simultaneously prop-
agating edges changes in response to a charge injected into Cring at a specific time (or
phase/state) of the ring.
Since ΓDC vanishes in ΓAB, we can define a common-mode noise rejection ratio (CMRR)
























Most of the noise originating at the supply is fully correlated and common-mode, quan-
tified by ΓDC, and represented by ef in Figure 53. However, some sensitivity is uncorrelated
between edges and is also dependent on φtdc. It is quantified by γ(φ) and represented by
eA and eB in Figure 53.
7.4 Implementation
The HRO TDC concept is general enough that it can be implemented in several different
forms and optimized for different conditions of operation.
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The fundamental properties of the HRO TDC were initially demonstrated with a pro-
totype built using an FPGA [7], while the results shown here are based on a 28 nm CMOS
IC prototype. It was designed in a way that would demonstrate the viability of the tech-
nique in a complex CMOS SOC. Moreover, in order to emphasize the portability of the
technique across technologies, I chose to implement the HRO TDC using only standard-cell
logic gates.
A simplified schematic is shown in Figure 58. The inverting stages have been chosen
to be NAND gates such that external inputs could be accommodated on three of them.
The rest have their second input tied to logic high, thus operating as inverters. This choice
maintains uniform delay across gates.
Each node is sampled by D-type flip-flops (FF), and the samples of adjacent nodes are
compared with XNOR gates. At the stages where transitions have not fully completed
(where a transition is happening, i.e., where an edge is located), the values at the input and
the output of those stages are registered as the same, therefore yielding a logic high at the
XNOR’s output. A logic low is observed everywhere else.
After sampling, the objective is to determine the number of stages between the edges
corresponding to inputs A and B. This number is the quantized version of φtdc. Even
though there are many ways to implement this logic function, our implementation focused
on maximizing the ring-sampling frequency. This requires the logic complexity per clock
cycle to be minimized. Therefore, the decoder was implemented with a pipeline structure,
i.e., where a complex computation is broken down into simpler computations throughout
multiple clock cycles. This approach, although resulting in higher latency, allows sampling
on every clock cycle.
Figure 59 shows a photograph of the prototype chip and the layout of the ring oscillator.
The signal input stages, 0, 5, and 34, have been labeled. These same stages can be identified
in the schematics in Figure 58. Special attention was given to the layout of the clock signals
to ensure equal propagation delay from the clock buffer (right edge in the layout) to all
FFs. The decoder is not shown in the figure since it was automatically synthesized, placed










Figure 59: HRO TDC chip photograph (a), layout and dimensions (b).
7.5 Measurement Techniques and Results
7.5.1 Input Signals
Generating input signals with accurate time delay is typically as complicated as measuring
such a delay with comparable accuracy.
For low-resolution applications, in the order of tens of picoseconds, an arbitrary wave-
form generator (AWG) is capable of generating the A and B signals and sweeping the time
delay between the two. In [48] I used a direct-digital synthesizer (DDS) to generate two
sine waves with a relative delay resolution close to 1 ps, although with a relative RMS jitter
of about 10 ps.
Smaller time delays with lower noise can be achieved by using a voltage-controlled delay
line [15], which is usually implemented by a cascade of inverter gates whose propagation
delay is controlled by their supply voltage.
In this work, I used a different technique that allows for the adjustment of the output
phase in a fractional-N PLL with close to perfect linearity and resolution only limited by
the number of fractional bits. The basic principle behind it is that the Σ∆ modulator in
the feedback divider acts as a phase accumulator. Adding an offset to the accumulator















Figure 60: HRO TDC test setup. Phase shifting signal B using a fractional-N ∆Σ feedback
divider PLL.
external circuit that switches the feedback-divider value N (fractional) from N to N + ∆N
in one reference cycle and back to N on the next. The change in N adds a fixed phase
offset because the amount of phase accumulated during the reference period is the result of
integrating a slightly different frequency, f +∆f . The details of the technique can be found
in [20].
7.5.2 Test Setup
The test setup shown in Figure 60 was fully integrated on-chip. One of the input signals
to the TDC is from a reference crystal, and the other is shifted in phase by a fractional-N
PLL.
7.5.3 Characterization
The first step in the characterization is to determine the average τgate. The ring oscillator
can be made to oscillate in its first harmonic by supplying a rising edge on A, and then on
B past the measurement range of the TDC. Edges A and A′ will vanish when they reach
the input stage of B. Then the B edge will be the sole edge propagating in the ring. Direct
measurement of the frequency at any node yields then fring = (2Nτgate)
−1. On a typical
chip at room temperature, fring = 143 MHz was observed, therefore τgate = 55.5 ps.
In normal operation, the delay between inputs A and B can be swept a whole period of
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Figure 61: Measured TDC response for an input of two 100 MHz signals swept in relative
phase for 360 degrees in steps of 12.5 ps.
fref. In this case, fref was 100 MHz and the 10 ns period was swept in steps of 12.5 ps. Figure
61 shows the response of the TDC using m = 8 averaged samples per measurement, taken
at 100 Msamples/s. The range was confirmed to be 2.25 ns, slightly below the theoretical
maximum of 2.6 ns. Outside the range of operation, the ring carries a single edge. Therefore,
the decoded values do not have any meaning and depend on the implementation of the
decoder.
The combination of precision and linearity determine measurement accuracy. Precision
and linearity can be computed by collecting a large number of measurements for each input
value and determining first-order statistics. The average measurements in the linear portion
of the response in Figure 61 subtracted from a linear fit are shown in Figure 62. This is
known as integral nonlinearity.
The standard deviation of the measurements is the RMS precision or error, σtdc. Figure
63 plots σtdc versus the number of averaged ring-samples, m. Each marker, computed from
200 measurements, is for a different input value, covering the whole input range. The 1/
√
m
profile confirms the quantization-noise scrambling as predicted.
The measurements shown in Figure 63 have been carried out at a sampling rate propor-
tional to the number of ring-samples, such that the total time the quantity is held in the
ring is constant regardless of the number of samples per measurement. This ensures that
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Figure 62: Measured integral nonlinearity of the HRO TDC.









Number of Averaged Samples
Figure 63: Measured precision of the HRO TDC versus the number of samples per mea-
surement for constant measurement time.
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Number of Averaged Samples
Figure 64: Measured precision of the HRO TDC versus the number of samples per mea-
surement for constant sampling frequency.
the device and circuit noise accumulated during the measurement process stays constant.
In contrast, those in Figure 64 have all been collected at 733 MHz. Degradation is observed
for a large number of samples due to the increased time for noise to accumulate.
In Figure 64 the noise flattens out (around 0.1τgate after m ≈ 16) as m increases.
Therefore, the additional noise (above quantization noise) must accumulate in proportion
to
√
m. In other words, it must be uncorrelated (i.e., thermal).
7.5.4 Proposed Figure of Merit
Considering that power and quantization noise impact the performance of a DPLL directly
and that a bandwidth-versus-quantization-noise trade-off can be leveraged, I propose the
following figure-of-merit (FOM):






where BWnorm = BW/fevent is the bandwidth normalized to the event or measurement rate.
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Table 2: Performance summary and comparison between recent ring-oscillator-based noise-
shaping TDCs and the proposed TDC.
This Work [48] [15] [51]
Technique HRO GRO SRO GSRO
τgate [ps] 55.5 6
(1) (1)
σtdc [ps] 5.5 0.08 0.315 0.148
fevent [MHz] 50 50 80 200
fsample [MHz] 733 50 500 400
BW [MHz] 25 1.0 1.0 4.0
BWnorm 0.5 0.02 0.0125 0.02
Range [ns] 2.25 20 32 4.0
Power [mW] 3.2 21 1.5 4.0
Area [mm2] 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.05
Noise Shaping 0th-order 1st-order 1st-order 2nd-order
FOM(2) -74.5 -70.8 -74.2 -73.0
(1) Not reported. (2) Eq. 52.
A summary and comparison with state-of-the-art ring-oscillator-based TDCs are pre-
sented in Table 2.
7.6 Conclusions and Proposed Research
Time-to-digital converters face the particular challenge of measuring discrete events instead
of continuous signals. This limits when and how often they can carry out a measurement.
Since oversampling determines precision, the inability to control the measurement (or event)
rate sets a bandwidth-precision trade-off. By introducing sample-and-hold, this trade-off is
broken since precision is no longer dependent on event rate.
The HRO TDC provides a reliable analog storage mechanism suitable for a time-sample-
and-hold in deep submicron CMOS, where charge storage is becoming less dependable due
to leakage. It also takes advantage of properties of ring-oscillator-based TDCs that have
recently been identified in similar converters, such as intrinsic dynamic element matching
and quantization noise scrambling. Finally, it requires no assumption about the periodicity
or duty cycle of the input signals, and its accuracy is independent of reference clock phase
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noise.
Opportunities for further research on the proposed architecture relate to the decoding
mechanism, which was not thoroughly studied. One such possibility is the implementation
of a higher order noise-shaping version of the HRO TDC. This appears possible, since each
propagating edge can be treated independently, and their absolute phase can be tracked.
Tracking the absolute phase of each edge would preserve the quantization error between
samples yielding first-order noise shaping simply by a different implementation of the de-
coding logic. Furthermore, a large proportion of the power consumed by the HRO TDC
was consumed by the decoder. Investigating better decoding algorithms that reduce power
consumption as well as quantization error will directly impact most TDC FOMs.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
8.1 Conclusions
I have proposed throughout this thesis that the evolution of CMOS has motivated and
shaped our research as well as the work of many other authors. In particular, the changes
that are most influential to the circuit designer are those related to the degradation of
analog performance as well as to the lower power consumption and faster logic gates. This
has guided certain trends. One such trend is the strong interest in DPLLs during the past
decade. In 2004, Staszewski et al. reported the first commercial DPLL [47], and by 2016, the
ISSCC conference had a dedicated section for DPLLs. Another trend is the recent burst
in publications reporting the use of time-based circuits for traditional analog techniques
([23][27][30][41]). These trends suggest that analog signal processing in the time domain
may eventually perform better than in the voltage or current domain in modern CMOS.
In the field of frequency synthesis, the transition from the CPPLL to the DPLL is a
clear example of adaptation to CMOS trends. In the past, slower, higher-power digital logic
hindered the implementation of low-latency feedback loops of PLLs. Furthermore, large gate
delays translated into large quantization noise when digitally measuring the phase error and
when establishing the frequency of a DCO. Small gate delays in today’s CMOS, however,
are comparable to the jitter of a PLL’s output. Low power logic also allows us to implement
complex noise-shaping modulators that reduce the effective quantization noise to a small
fraction of a gate delay.
From a circuit design perspective, the techniques that I have proposed in this thesis
follow a similar approach; to overcome the analog design limitations and embrace the digital
and time-domain improvements. From a scientific perspective, however, it is insufficient to
just adapt to the trends. I have strived to contribute techniques that are independent of
a specific implementation or choice of platform, and therefore to advance the knowledge in
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the field in a fundamental way.
The proposed hybrid digital-analog PLL architecture makes use of the benefits afforded
by DPLLs to overcome a fundamental limitation of traditional PLL architectures. It allows
for a low-bandwidth low-pass response to input phase noise, and a high-bandwidth high-
pass response to the VCO’s phase noise. The technique involves fairly low complexity
and provides ease of integration in SoCs since the digital portion can be automatically
synthesized, placed and routed, and requires minimal effort to integrate with a standard
fractional-N CPPLL. Even though this design calls for the use of a CPPLL, there are no
specific requirements for it other than a high-resolution fractional feedback divider. Since
existing designs of already optimized general purpose CPPLLs can be reused, the benefits
of the proposed circuit may be afforded without any analog design at all. Overall, the
proposed solution facilitates reuse and portability across processes, while synthesizable logic
minimizes risk and reduces implementation time with respect to fully analog solutions.
The research towards the inductor-loaded ring VCO addressed a fundamental source
of timing inaccuracy: the phase noise in oscillators. Specifically, I explored the difficulty
of achieving trade-offs between two polarized architectures: the convenient, flexible and
reliable ring oscillator and the low phase noise LC oscillator. A simple modification in
a single-ended CMOS ring VCO, consisting of just a simple attached load, allows for a
predictable reduction in phase noise. The trade-offs are well understood: The improvement
in phase noise results in a smaller tuning range, and the use of inductors requires large
silicon area. However, since low Q is not a limiting factor, the inductors can occupy a
minimal area by using multiple turns and multiple metal layers. This can lead to inductors
that are an order of magnitude smaller than those in LC oscillators.
The improvement in phase noise by the use of this approach is well-characterized through
simple mathematical expressions and based on only a few circuit parameters. The trade-
offs are easily quantified as well. Overall, the concise toolset that I provide allows designers
to use this technique with confidence, by taking incremental steps, rather than switching
oscillator architectures to achieve system specifications.
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The approach towards the HRO TDC considered a multitude of factors: the imperfec-
tions of CMOS that result in nonlinearity, the fundamental speed limitation of logic gates
leading to limited resolution, noise sensitivity of single-ended techniques, and the lack of
alternatives to oversampling and ∆Σ noise shaping, which limit the bandwidth in favor of
resolution. Furthermore, it targeted the specific use in phase detectors for DPLLs which
are typically more demanding in terms of resolution, linearity and bandwidth than in other
applications.
The outcome of these challenges were first the positive use of harmonics, or multiple
propagating edges, in ring oscillators. Harmonics have been observed in ring oscillators
before, but have been considered an undesirable behavior and, so far, the objective has been
to suppress them. For perhaps the first time being reported, harmonics in ring oscillators
have been understood well enough to use them as a feature and achieve improvement in
circuit performance. Specifically, this has allowed for a sample-and-hold mechanism for
TDCs, which is differential, i.e., immune to certain forms of common-mode noise, and
allows it to achieve higher resolution by oversampling without a bandwidth penalty.
The research presented in this thesis has been carried out keeping in mind certain aspects
of circuit design and engineering in general that are sometimes undervalued or misunder-
stood. These are simplicity, risk and convenience. The three are intimately tied together
and are hardly ever quantified in figures of merit. However, in complex SoCs, there is a
significant chance that individual failures will affect the overall SoC functionality. For this
reason, we want the individual components to be predictable under changing circumstances,
like PVT and mismatch variations, and to be characterizable with as few parameters as
possible. These concerns often carry more significant consequences than traditional FOM
metrics.
This perspective led us to develop a PLL technique that combines highly predictable
digital logic with a highly mature technique like the CPPLL, while avoiding any analog
customization. It also prompted us to find an improvement to ring VCOs that can be quan-
tified by simple equations and achieved by adding only three identical passive components
to a well-known (and also the most common) VCO in PLLs. The same applies to the HRO
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TDC. I achieved this design with only standard digital gates, while reducing the dependence
of the accuracy on manufacturing variations and interference from other circuits that may
be present in a SoC.
8.2 Contributions
The contributions in this research to the field of electronic circuits for timing generation
and measurement have materialized through journal publications, conference publications
and conference presentations. These include:
• A time to digital converter that uses harmonics in ring oscillators to achieve a sample-
and-hold mechanism that is differential and highly insensitive to noise. It builds
on previous techniques like oversampling and dynamic element matching. It is also
built entirely with digital gates, making it suitable for multiple platforms including
nanometer CMOS and FPGAs. It has been proven on both platforms to achieve
sub-gate-delay resolution and linearity [7][8].
• A technique that combines a digital PLL loop with an analog CPPLL to overcome the
limitation of simple PLL loops of being able to either suppress phase noise originating
at the VCO or the reference. It decouples the two filtering mechanisms allowing for
a low-bandwidth low-pass response to reference noise and high-bandwidth high-pass
response to VCO noise [9].
• A VCO architecture that eases trade-offs in ring oscillators allowing for lower phase
noise in exchange for tuning bandwidth and area. The improvements are accurately
quantified with simple mathematical expressions involving only a few circuit param-
eters, and it allows for a low-risk path to phase noise improvement in ring-oscillator
based PLLs [6].
8.3 Future Research
At the end of Chapters 5, 6 and 7, I discussed possible further research for each topic. How-
ever, it is essential to consider how these contributions enhance the performance of larger
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systems. Moreover, to consider if larger systems can benefit synergistically by integrating
the proposed techniques together.
One possible integration is a DPLL system. The proposed HRO TDC may be used as
the phase detector directly. This TDC is easy to integrate since it already has two inputs
to accommodate the reference and feedback signals. The high-frequency VCO output may
be used to oversample the held quantity much faster than the reference rate. The inductor-
loaded ring VCO may be the core of the DCO. The proposed ring VCO can be used in
conjunction with a current DAC to implement a DCO. Current DACs can be designed to
be very fast and very linear [39]. This may be a significant advantage when compared to an
LC-based DCO, which is tuned by varactors or switched-capacitor banks. Varactors need to
be driven by a voltage DAC, which is generally slower and less linear than a current DAC.
Switching capacitors, on the other hand, may lead to high nonlinearity due to mismatch
and noisy switching transients.
PLLs are, however, just one out of many applications that may benefit from better
TDCs and ring VCOs.
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